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ABSTRACT 

  

Name   : Cut Shentia Samara  

NIM   : 140203146 

Faculty  : Fakultas Tarbiyah  dan Keguruan 

Thesis working title : Students’ Motivation to Join Free TOEFL Training at  

                           LDC UIN Ar-Raniry 

Main Supervisor : Drs. Ayyub AR., M. Ag 

Co-Supervisor  : Syarifah Dahliana, M. Ag., M. Ed., Ph. D 

Keywords  : EFL students; motivation;TOEFL training. 

 

LDC UIN Ar-Raniry iniciates a program to help all students improve their skill in 

TOEFL test. Some students joined this training voluntarily. This study aims to 

perceived from  this training.  The sample were 6 English Education Department 

students who were chosen by using stratified sampling technique. The researcher 

used semi-structured interview to get information extensively. The researcher 

found that the students believe that this TOEFL training is a good opportunity for 

them to improve their English capability. They are aware TOEFL score will be 

beneficial for their future, and they have awareness to share knowledge with their 

surroundings. From the interview, they perceived that the training is very helpful 

to improve their English skills and to employ strategies in answering TOEFL test. 

 

 

 

Major   : Department of English Language Education 

identify students’ motivations to join this free TOEFL training and what they 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background Study 

Islamic State University of Ar-Raniry (UIN Ar-Raniry) is very aware 

about competency standards that must be fulfilled by the students before 

graduating. One of UIN Ar-Raniry's mission is producing graduates that have 

competitive academic, profession, and/or vocation skills. The competency 

standards are useful for students' future careers. One of them is having adequate 

English proficiency. Therefore, each department requires students to get a 

minimum TOEFL score. 

First of all, the TOEFL test is a standardized test of English language 

proficiency for non-native English language speakers. The TOEFL is aimed at 

evaluating students' ability to study in an academic environment. The TOEFL test 

is designed primarily for the Northern American English-speaking academic and 

professional institutions (mainly for universities in Canada and USA) (Sharpe, 

2013). However, the test is also accepted in Europe, Asia, and Australia. 

 Furthermore, a high TOEFL score is very important to be succeed in 

university or any educational institutions (Al-Rawashdesh, 2009). More than 130 

countries and 9000 institutions including government and scholarship programs 

approved TOEFL scores (Educational Testing Service [ETS], 2015). Guang, 

Power& Adler (2014) found that English proficiency can be improved by TOEFL 

test through general English or specific standardized test course. A factor of 

gaining high TOEFL score is preparing TOEFL matters. The students readiness in 

learning indicates the students' future success (ETS, 2017). 
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 Also, the TOEFL score is used to assess their English proficiency which is 

needed by the students after graduating university. Nevertheless,gaining adequate 

TOEFL score has been a matter for the English education students. A study by 

Mahmud (2014, p. 2586) confirmed that the main problems of the students in 

answering the TOEFL test were due to several conflicting reasons, such as fewer 

basic skills, less practice, less motivation, and students’ individual differences 

such as age and social status. 

To help the students who get difficulties in TOEFL test, Language 

Development Center (LDC) of UIN Ar-Raniry iniciates a free TOEFL training for 

all students to improve their TOEFL score. This training has been programmed 

since 2015 under the command of the last head of LDC UIN Ar-Raniry, 

Habiburrahim, Ph. D.As the students’ interest to join this training is increasing, 

the LDC UIN Ar-Raniry offers more classes for dealing with the big students’ 

number. In 2020, there are some requirements before registering this training. 

They should have taken TOEFL test at least three times. Then, they can register 

by online after paying the training fees. 

In the early programmed, the students who are motivated to join this 

training could register their names to LDC UIN Ar-Raniry without any fees. The 

required students to join this training is the active students of UIN Ar-Raniry. In 

the last meeting, every registered students will take TOEFL test as an evaluation 

after training program. 

In reality, there are some English department students who are motivated 

to join that kind of TOEFL training. Besides, as we know earlier, English 

department students have already learned many lessons to improve their English 



 

 

 

competency. Motivation plays a crucial role in English learning process. It makes 

students stay consistent in learning English. Furthermore, motivation is not only 

an intensive desire for learning and acquiring knowledge of English, but also an 

inner cause that pushes students forward in English learning with enthusiasm and 

willingness. It is something like an engine and steering wheel of an automobile 

that can change students to be interested in and become an inner power to drive 

and motivate students in learning. This is appropriate with Harmer(2001, p. 33), 

who said that "motivation seems having an important role in developing students' 

achievement in teaching and learning process." It will give strength to students in 

order to get a better score.  

 Moreover, learners' motivation in learning has been examined by many 

researchers who are interested in this subject area. As stated by Long, Ming & 

Chen (2013), motivation has been considered as one of important factors 

influencing the success of second language learning. Meanwhile, Halim & 

Ardiningtyas (2018) explained that the students having fewer basic skills 

especially in English but having high motivation in learning English, will lead 

them to do more practice and automatically will achieve the best result in getting 

great skills. Thus, motivation needs to be studied deeper regarding to enhance 

students' English proficiency. 

Based  on the explanation above, the researcher of this study would like to 

find out the motivation and perception of English students to join free TOEFL 

training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry voluntarily. It will focus on participants' 

experiences during their training period at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry. 

 



 

 

 

B. Research Questions 

 Based on the study background described above, the research focuses on 

the following problems: 

1) What are students' reasons joining the free TOEFL training at LDC UIN 

Ar-Raniry? 

2) What do the students perceive on free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-

Raniry? 

 

C. Aims of Study 

 The research objectives in this study are: 

1) To identify English department students' reason to join free TOEFL 

training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry. 

2) To find out students' perception of free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-

Raniry. 

 

 

D. Significance of Study 

 This study will be benefit for researchers, TOEFL instructors and 

institution itself. For researchers, it is expected that this study can be informative 

to support further research on the similar topics. While for TOEFL instructors the 

instructors can get diverse insights about students' motivation joining free TOEFL 

training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry. The last, for institution, this study is expected to 

be a good reference for LDC UIN Ar-Raniry to increase its quality in improving 

students English proficiency. 

 

 



 

 

 

E. Terminology 

 There are some terms used in this study which need further desccription in 

order to avoid the readers' confusion. 

1) Students' motivation  

Motivation is a theoretical term used to explain behaviour. Based on 

Santrock (2009, p. 372), motivation is the process that energizes, directs and 

sustains behaviour. It means that motivation is the process to push and show 

students to do something and keep on the activity continuously. Meanwhile, 

Alizadeh (2016, p.11) stated that motivation is a key factor for explaining the 

success or failure of any difficult activity. So, the success of English learning will 

resemble with the motivation. In this study, motivation means students' desire or 

willingness to participate in the TOEFL training process. 

 

2) TOEFL training 

According to Masfufah (2018), TOEFL training or preparation course is a 

course that helps the learners to achieve minimum TOEFL scorerequired at the 

university. This kind of training is educational course designed to increase 

students' performance on TOEFL tests. For this study, TOEFL training is 

defined as a TOEFL test preparation during certain period of time 

programmed by LDC (Language Development Center) UIN Ar-Raniry which 

only focuses on three main skills, namely listening, grammar, and  reading.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A. Motivation in Brief 

1. Definition 

There are many different definitions for the term motivation. Ellliot & 

Covington (2001) said that motivation gives the reasons for people's actions, 

desires, and needs. Pardee (1990), likewise, stated that a motive iswhat 

encourages the person to act in a certain way or develop an inclination for 

particular behavior.  Oxford & Shearin (1994) defined motivation as adesire to 

gain an objective, combined with the energy to work towards that objective. 

Moreover, according to Gardner (1985), motivation is the combination of attempt 

plus desire to obtain the aim of learning a language plus favorable attitudes 

toward learning the language. 

Furthermore, a cognitive view of motivation includes factors, such as the 

need for exploration, activity, stimulation, new knowledge, and ego enhancement. 

A motivation is a state of a cognitive arousal which provokes a “decision to act‟ 

as a result of which there is “sustained intellectual and/or physical effort‟ so that 

the person can achieve some “set goals” (Harmer, 2001). Motivation is some 

kinds of internal drive which pushes someone to do things in order to achieve 

something. Regarding to Uno (2008), motivation is: 

a kind of internal and external drive which keeps students studying about 

something to improve their attitude which generally is influenced some 

supporting factors, they are a) desire to success, b) there is pushing of study, 

c) there are necessities in study, d) there is expectation in future, e) 

appreciation in the learning process, f) there are attractive activities in the 

teaching learning process, g) good learning environment. 



 

 

 

As a result, motivation is one of the important factors that influence 

English learning achievement. Maintaining a high level of motivation during a 

period of language learning is one of the best ways to make the whole process 

more successful. As each student is motivated in different ways, the teacher has to 

find the right balance of incentives to succeed and disincentives to fail, 

encouragement, and the right environment to learn. 

 

2. Types of Motivation 

There are two types of motivation. They are extrinsic and intrinsic 

motivation.  

a. Extrinsic Motivation  

Extrinsic motivation refers to the actions that are performed to get some 

instrumental aims like earning a rewardor stopping a punishment. As stated by 

Mahadi & Jafari (2012), extrinsic motivation is motivation to do a work or an 

activity as a means or way toachieve a target.Extrinsic motivation is learning 

activity that occurs from the encouragement and someone’s need that absolutely 

not related to the activities of their own learning. It is caused by any number of 

outside factors. For example: the need to pass an exam, financial reward, good 

mark, etc. 

Therefore, thosewho are extrinsically motivated do the activities because 

they think participation will bringdesirable outcomes, for instance, praise from 

teachers or parents. Desirableoutcomesinclude not only rewards but also 

avoidance of punishment. If parents are angry at alearner for not studying and 



 

 

 

then the learner studies in order to avoid being scolded, wecan say that the 

learner’s action is extrinsically driven.   

 

b. Intrinsic Motivation  

Pintrich & Schunk (2002, p. 245)stated that “Intrinsic motivation refers to 

motivationto engage in an activity for its own sake”. Each of us is motivated by 

needs. Our most basic needs are inborn, having evolved over tens of thousands of 

years. According to Maslow the underlying of human behavior are basic needs 

that can be arranged in a hierarchy. The lowest level are physiological need (food, 

drink, sleep, cloth, shelter, etc), the next level are safety needs (stability, low, safe 

from fear, etc), love and belongness needs, self-esteem needs (achievement, 

competence, recognition, etc), and the most upper level are self-actualization 

needs. 

Consequently, intrinsic motivation initiates and makes a learner continue 

his/her learning because of the appreciation of the needs and encouragement that 

are absolutely related to the activation of learning. The importance factor in 

intrinsic motivation are enjoyment that shown when carrying out their duties 

without any compulsion. It comes from the individual itself. For example: the 

enjoyment of the learning process makes themselves feel better. 

 

3. Motivation in Learning English 

Many scholars acknowledge the importance of motivation in learning as 

“it can influencewhat, when, and how we learn” (Pintrich & Schunk, 2002, p. 6). 



 

 

 

Whereas motivatedstudents tend to engage in activities that they believe will help 

them learn, unmotivatedstudents are not able to be systematic in making an effort 

in learning, as motivatedstudents do. The importance of motivation is often 

emphasised in the field of language andlinguistics. According to Cook (2000), 

three main factors explain the speed of learners’learning in second language 

acquisition (SLA): age, personality, and motivation. He also stated that motivation 

is the most important among these three elements. Masgoret &Gardner (2003) 

supported this point and claimed that motivation is responsible forachievement in 

a second language. In addition, Dörnyei (2001) noted that 99% of language 

learners who show strong motivation were able to achieve a practicalknowledge 

regardless of their language aptitude. 

Furthermore, individuals who are motivated to learn language will obtain a 

higher degree of language learners’ proficiency and more desirable attitudes.  

Motivation is comprehended to be composed of three elements which include 

effort, desire, and affect.  Effort refers to the time spent studying the language and 

the drive of the learner. Desire indicates how much the learner wants to become 

proficient in the language, and affect illustrates the learner’s emotional reactions 

regarding to language learning (Gardner, 1985). 

 

B. An Overview of TOEFL 

TOEFL is a Test of English as a Foreign Language which is used to 

measure the ability of English to foreigners. This test is managed by an agency in 

the United States called ETS (Educational Testing Service). TOEFL (Test Of 



 

 

 

English as A Foreign Language) is a test to measure the English proficiency and 

academic skills of non-native speakers of English (Philips, 2001).  

 

1. Types of TOEFL Test 

Basically, there are three types of TOEFL test: PBT (paper based test), 

CBT (computer based test), and iBT (internet based test).   

1. PBT (paper based test) 

 

Paper based test is a TOEFL test that the problems or queries are penned, 

printed, or drawn, and the answers are penned too. There are two objectives of 

TOEFL PBT test. First objective is for students’ placement and evaluation of 

students’ progress. Another objective is as another option when CBT cannot be 

held in the area. The TOEFL PBT has three sections namely listening 

comprehension, structure and written expression, and reading. The score ranges 

from 310 to 677 (Sharpe, 2013). 

 

2. CBT (computer based test)  

Computer based test TOEFL is TOEFL test that has the same content as 

TOEFL PBT. However, it is different in the method of answering the questions 

(Pyle, 2001). The TOEFL CBT test used computer as the tool of the test. It has 

four sections; listening, structure, reading, and writing. This TOEFL CBT is a 

flexible test, which means that the test questions will not be the same between the 

participant who registered in the same day (Sharpe, 2013).  

 



 

 

 

3. iBT (internet based test)  

Internet based test is a TOEFL test that highlights the four skills in English 

and helps test takers by providing the academic English circumstance questions, 

which is important for the participants of the test (ETS, 2015). TOEFL iBT 

consists of four sections; listening, reading, speaking, and writing). The TOEFL 

iBT combined the test sections with more than one skill, resulting in a more 

academic English circumstance (ETS, 2009). 

 

2. Components of TOEFL test 

TOEFL represented students’ proficiency in English in term of listening, 

written expression, speaking, reading and structure. The TOEFL contains three 

sections that will be tested; listening comprehension, structure and written 

expression, and reading comprehension. 

For the first, the section is listening comprehension. This section consists 

of short conversations, longer conversations and long talks. The questions ask 

generally the test taker to determine main idea, detail, function, inferences, dan 

overall organization (Philips, 2001). Listening is making sense of what is heard 

and requires the individual to constantly pay attention, interpret, and remember 

what is heard. This section tests the students’ ability to understand and interpret 

spoken English. 

Secondly, after listening section is the structure and written expression 

section continued. Structured and written expression section has two parts 

containingtotally 40 questions. First part forms 15 multiple-choice questions, 



 

 

 

while the second part is the written expression which consists of 25 questions 

whose form of error analysis questions. This part is provided questions with four 

underline error word in each questions. The error words might be verb, noun, 

pronoun, subject, adverb, tenses and other elements of structure. The test-takers 

must idenfiy one of the error word within each sentence.The questions examine 

test takers to choose the choices based on grammatical structure in English. This 

section tests the ability to recognize formal written English. Many things that are 

acceptable in spoken English are not acceptable in formal written English. To 

improve listening skills, many instructors believed the best way to teach English 

is sending students abroad or sending them in an English international school. 

This strategy had been shown to work extremely well but it somewhat was not 

affordable for many students in developing countries (Abdurrahman, 2015). 

Lastly, the section is reading comprehension. Reading section consists of 

some long passages and questions related to the passages. The passages are on 

academic topics; they are the kinds of materials that might be found in an 

undergraduate university textbooks. Students answer questions about stated 

details, inferences, sentence restatements, sentence insertion, vocabulary, pronoun 

reference function, and overall ideas (Takido, 2007). The reading comprehension 

section examines the students’ ability to understand, interpret, and analyze reading 

passages on a  variety of topics. Moreover, Sharpe (2004, p. 208) stated that this 

section also tests test takers’ knowledge of English vocabulary. The students must 

find the synonyms forselected words from the passage among the four answer 

choices that are given. In order to face this section, students needed extensive 



 

 

 

practice in reading a variety of material, including newspapers and magazines. It 

also helped to read a variety of topics such as Americanhistory, culture, social 

science,and natural science. Meanwhile, the teaching process of grammar lesson 

must be easily to be understood (Abdurrahman, 2015). Thus, it can maintain 

students’ motivation in learning English grammar. 

 

3. TOEFL Training 

The TOEFL training is a kind of test preparation. Based on Merriam 

Webster dictionary, preparation defines the action or process of making 

something ready for use or service or of getting ready for some occasion, test, 

or duty. Regarding to this definiton, TOEFL Preparation is defined as a 

process of getting ready for a TOEFL test. Froma previous study, the main 

problem faced is that the students do not have a good preparation before following 

a test of English as a foreign language (Antoni, 2014). However, a good 

preparation needs to be planned and done by the candidate in order to get success 

on the test. Without a good preparation, the students might face some difficulties.  

Moreover, a good preparation refers to some cases such as what the test is 

like and what kind of strategies used. The fact shows that some students have 

limited knowledge about the test. Then, they do not prepare themselves with some 

strategies how to answer various questions given by the examiners (Antoni, 

2014). In the contrary, learners mayneed to vary their learning skills and their 

approach to test-taking and adapt themselves to what the testadministrators 

believe is most appropriate in terms of testing knowledge (Laborda, 2008).  This 



 

 

 

statement is especially relevant as we consider that students need to prepare for 

their tests in various ways such as joining a TOEFL training. 

Hence, some TOEFL trainings may help students increase their TOEFL 

score. Mostly, the trainings invite qualified teachersto deliver instructional content 

to the learners. It is based onMa & Cheng (2015) found that the quality of a 

trainingis influenced by teachers, instruction, and the instructional content. In 

other words, the courses will have good quality due to the quality of the teachers 

and instructions. 

Thus, the importance of TOEFL training is undauptable. Since the TOEFL 

training specifies the learning only on the TOEFL materials, it will make easier 

students in recognizing the topics and the element of English being tested in 

TOEFL test. It could lead effectiveness and efficiency of learning English for 

TOEFL test. Indeed, there were benefits inthe efficiency and reorientation on the 

TOEFL as well as learning development (Ma & Cheng, 2015). Furthermore, 

TOEFL training potentially motivates students to reach their goal because they 

learn with a group of people who have a similar intention to improve their ability 

in English, particularly to get higher TOEFL score. There were engagement and 

effective achievement in learning communities and sources of motivation(Ma & 

Cheng, 2015).  

 



 

 

 

C. Previous Studies 

Some studies focussing on students’ motivation and TOEFL preparation 

have been found and widely accepted in particular field of study. Those researches 

have been references for further researches related to the topics. 

 Firstly, one of them is a study entitled The Study of Student Motivation on 

English Learning in Junior Middle School in Gejiu was conducted by Long, Ming 

& Chen (2013). The subjects in their thesis are Gejiu middle school students, and 

the author designed a questionnaire on English motivation. The purpose of the 

study was to find out the unfavorable factors in learning English. According to the 

results and the related theory, the authors implied thatthey should establish the 

right goal in  learning  English in order to to help them learning English 

continuously. Meanwhile, as an organizer in teaching, teacher should pay more 

attention to communicative learning that can stimulate students to learn 

effectively. 

Next, Mahmud conducted study about The EFL Students’ Problems in 

Answering the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) found the 

students’ problem in answering TOEFL test. The subject of his research is the 

students of graduate program at a state university in Makasar, Indonesia. Findings 

show that the main problems of the students in answering the TOEFL test are due 

to several conflicting reasons, such as fewer basic skills, less practice, less 

motivation, and students’ individual differences such as age and social status.  

 Whereas Ismalia had conducted a study entitled “Students’ Problem in 

Answering TOEFL test”, the research aim is to explore the students’ problems in 



 

 

 

answering the TOEFL test. The paper is a descriptive study based on in depth 

semi structured interview and documentation and data sources was taken from 

students of English Department at STAIN Zawiyah Cot Kala Langsa that had 

failed or had done TOEFL test more than twice (Ismalia, 2014). The study also 

showed that the main problems of the students in answering the TOEFL test were 

due to several conflicting reasons, such as fewer basic skills, lack of practice, lack 

of motivation, and students’ individual differences such as age and social status. 

Thus, the study showed that the students’ efforts to get standard score in TOEFL 

test is low. 

 Although some studies about motivation in learning English had been 

conducted, the differences between those researches and this research are found in 

terms of research focus, participants and place. Therefore, this research is crucial 

to be conducted because it will produce different background and methods as well 

as findings. 
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CHAPTER 3  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Method 

1. Research Design 

 Research design refers to the strategy to integrate the different components 

of research projects in cohesive and coherence way. Some experts have different 

opinions about the meaning of research design. According to Creswell (2009, 

p.3), research design is plans and the procedures for research to detailed methods 

of data collection and analysis. 

 Considering the purpose of the research and the nature of the problem, this 

research is a descriptive qualitative one. It is a descriptive because the objectives 

of this study are observing and finding the information as many as possible of the 

phenomeon. It is kind of method which is conducted by collecting and analyzing 

data, and drawing representative conclusion. Based on Hitchcock & Hughes 

(1995, p. 268), the strengthness of descriptive qualitative approach are:  

a. Qualitative research is concerned with the description and explanation of 

phenomena as they occur in routine, ordinary natural environment.  

b. The researcher can approach the data in different frame and mind.  

c. It is emphasized in rich descriptive and subjective character of data which is 

produced by using qualitative techniques. 

 In this study, the researcher used design of descriptive method because it 

attempts to describe and interpret the objects in accordance with reality. The 

descriptive method is implemented because the data analysis is presented 

descriptively.  

 



 

 

 

2. Participants 

 The purposes of this study are to identify English department students' 

motivation and to find out students' perception of free TOEFL training at LDC 

UIN Ar-Raniry. The researcher employs 6 participants who were chosen by  

stratified sampling. According to Lohr (1999), a stratified sample is defined as 

one resulting from classification of a population into mutually exclusive groups, 

called strata, and choosing a simple random sample from each stratum. Therefore, 

for this study the researcher decides to choose the sample with classifications: a) 

They are PBI students who are in fifth semester above, b) They have taken free 

TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry, and c) They are not required to take the 

program. 

 Tabel below gives information about participants general informations 

related to this research. 

Table 3.1 Students’ Demographic Information 

 Counts or ranges (r) Percentage 

Age r =21-22  

Gender    

Female  5 83 

Male  1 17 

Having taken Introduction to English 

Proficiency Test course 

6 100 

Studying english (years) r = 10-15  

TOEFL score before joining free TOEFL 

training 

r = 500-513  

TOEFL score after joining free TOEFL 

training 

r = 520-563  

 



 

 

 

B. Data Collection 

 To collect the data, the researcher employed interview. 

Moreover,interview is an activity that involves interviewer and interviewee where 

the interviewer will give some questions to be answered by interviewee. 

According to Esterberg (1998) as cited in Sugiyono (2015), interview is a meeting 

of two persons to exchange information and idea through question and responses, 

resulting in communication and joint construction of meaning about a particular 

topic. Thus, in this case, the interviewer has to conduct collecting data with doing 

interaction or communication to the participants. 

Furthermore, data collection will be carried out using semi-structured 

interviews with 6participants. A one-on-one interview with each student will be 

conducted for about half an hour in length. All the interviews will beaudio 

recorded. Interview questions focused on motivations and perceptions to join free 

TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry based on their training experience. The 

researcher also will write down any matters come up during interview taking 

place. 

 

C. Data Analysis 

Data analysis is an effort which is done by researcher to embrace the data 

accurately. Data analysis is needed to get the conclusions of study. The data are 

analyzed through the following steps: 

 

 

1. Transcribing the data 



 

 

 

 Transcription of the respondents' view from the interview commence as 

soon as possible. To ensure that the researcher become acquainted with the data 

for the purpose of analysis and interpretation, the original interview of the 

completed verbatim transcription was listened repeatedly. 

2. Classifying the data 

Classification is the process of classifying all sufficient data based on a 

category. After transcribing all of responses, the researcher started to make a 

classification based on students’ answer from the interview.  

3. Interpreting the data 

 After classification the data, researcher has to interpret data, give the 

meaning to information, evaluate, conclude, respond appropriately and predict the 

result, identification and evaluation.  

 In short, the data analysis includes several steps. They are (1) data 

transcription, (2) data classification and (3) interpretation. All these steps will be 

optimalized in this study in order to display the accurate findings.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Research Findings 

This chapter elaborates the research findings and discussion based on the 

data gained from interviews. It was constructed to fulfill the aims of this research 

which are to identify English department students' reason to join free TOEFL 

training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry and to find out students' perception of free 

TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry. 

In this research, six participants who are English education department 

students in the ninth semester was interviewed on 2nd December 2019. The 

participants were named afterwards by S01, S02, S03, S04, S05 and S06. Table 

below gives information about their TOEFL score before and after joining the free 

TOEFL training: 

Table 4.1 Participants’ TOEFL score before and after joining the training 

No Participant 

TOEFL Score 

Before joining 

TOEFL 

training 

After joining 

TOEFL 

training 

1. S01 500 520 

2. S02 503 533 

3. S03 500 527 

4. S04 513 568 

5. S05 507 520 

6. S06 500 537 

 

 

1. Students’ Motivation to Join Free TOEFL Training at LDC Ar-Raniry 

TOEFL training is an additional course offered by Language Development 

Center (LDC) UIN Ar-Raniry to all registered students. The grade is not listed in 



 

 

 

the GPA (Grade Point Average) transcript. Unlike other courses which students 

must pay for, the TOEFL preparation course is free of charge. Therefore, the main 

questions delivered to the students was what motivated them to take thecourse 

since motivation is a factor which influences students to learn English 

(Abdurrahman, 2015).  

In the first stage of interview, the questions asked tend to look generally 

their opinion about motivation and experiences during their training. Overall, they 

gave opinions that motivation is a positive thing in learning especially learning 

English. Regarding to this, participant S01 said that: 

“In my opinion, motivation is how students can interest in a major, how 

the students’ way to study. Motivation is really important in making 

students learn.”(Participant S01, Dec 2nd, 2018) 

Likewise, participant S03 also said that: 

“Motivation is a thing which fires our spirit. It is really important 

especially in learning.” (Participant S03, Dec 2nd, 2018) 

 

After introductory stage, the main questions were asked in order to 

investigate the answers of this research goals. Four themes were generated from 

the interview data that are self-improving, a good chance, future awareness and 

social awareness. The themes are elaborated to demonstrate how each represents 

the participants’ motivation to joinTOEFL preparation courses as provided in 

table below: 

 



 

 

 

Table 4.2 Thematic Findings of Students’ Motivations to Join Free TOEFL  

Training 

 Thematic Findings Total 

Motivation   

Theme 1 Self-improving  

Code 1 Improve their TOEFL score  3 

Code 2 To learn more about specific course 1 

   

Theme 2 A good opportunity  

Code 3 Without payment 2 

Code 4 Have spare time and invited by friend 1 

Code 5 In the university 1 

   

Theme 3 Future awareness  

Code 6 Will ease to get a job 2 

Code 7 Get scholarship 2 

   

   

Theme 4 Social awareness  

Code 8 Can be implemented and taught to friends 

and people around  

2 

 

a. Self-Improving 

Students’ motivation in self-improving is divided into two items which are 

improving their TOEFL score and learning a specific course. The distribution of 

this motivation is given in the chart below: 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Self-Improving Motivation 
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In a research, one of learning techniques is distributed technique which is 

described as implementing a schedule of practice that spreads out study activities 

over time(Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan & Willingham, 2013).In the other 

words, distributed technique example is the free TOEFL training taken by the  

students. There are learners who feel hard to learn by their own. It corresponds to 

participant S04’s answer when the researcher asked about the differences between 

provided courses in colege and this training: 

“The difference is that I could say in the Introduction to English 

Proficiency Test course, we have to make our own learning process. You 

know, one student in three full months chose a book and has to learn 

independently. I think it is not enough for me because we must search by 

our own.” (Participant S04, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Moreover, researcher found five different answers related to self-

improving. A participant took the course because he wanted to learn a specific 

course such as grammar. In this case, he said that: 

“Of course, because I want to improve my TOEFL score. Beside that, I  

also want to learn more about grammar. I want to learn how to deal with 

TOEFL questions.” (Participant S04, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

In the other hand, three students were standing for improving their ability 

in English as well as TOEFL score. Participant S01 stated: 



 

 

 

“Because I saw my friends’ ability in speaking and grammar is better than 

me. Thus, I am motivated to join outside activities in helping me improve 

English ability.” (Participant S01, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

While participant S05 stated that: 

“For the first, because I want to develop my TOEFL score and ability in 

English.” (Participant S05, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

From the statements above, byjoining the free TOEFL training at LDC 

UIN Ar-Raniry, the students want to improve their TOEFL score and learn 

materials which focus on TOEFL. 

 

b. A good opportunity 

Motivations in good opportunities consist of free of charge, spare time and 

the place in the univerisity. The distribution can be seen in the chart provided 

below: 

 
Figure 4.2 Motivations of a good opportunity 

From the interview, some participants confirmed that they joined this 

programbecause the training is free of charge. It can be seen in the script below: 
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“First, because it is free, free-funded. It is not wrong to join a good thing 

without disturbing other activities. I think we must not feel ashamed to join 

this program.” (Participant S02, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Correspondingly, participant S03 clarified that: 

“So, I join this program because it is free. It is really blessed for me to join 

TOEFL training without any payment because i don’t have much money to 

pay for that. I tried to find out it to LDC. I joined almost all reading and 

listening courses but for structure courses i rarely went there because the 

schedule is not suitable with my main courses in campus.” (Participant 

S03, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

In the same way, participant S03 also stated that her reason to join this 

program because the training place is near their campus. 

“And also because it is in the university. It is flexible for me to join this 

training after attending main courses in campus.” (Participant S03, 2nd 

Dec, 2019) 

On the other hand, participant S06 conveyed the reason of taking the 

course was due to having a spare time and having invited by her friend. The 

statements are on the below: 

“Because I have spare time and it’s a useful activity.In the sixth semester, 

at that time, I was taking Introduction to English Proficiency Test course 

and for the first time I heard about TOEFL. Then, I heard from my friends 



 

 

 

that LDC programmed a TOEFL training and they invite me to join this 

training.” (Participant S06, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

 So, students’ motivation based on a good chance includes free of charge (2 

participants), spare time and friends’ invitation (1 participant) and place which is 

easy to afford (1 participant). 

 

c. Future awareness 

Students’ motivations also related to awareness for their future that consist 

of getting a better job and studying abroad with scholarship. The information of 

the motivation distribution about future awareness is provided in the chart: 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Motivations of future awareness 

In the interview process, the researcher found that some students had 

motivation to join free TOEFL training because of awareness that it will benefit 

them in the future. As stated by participant S05, she said that: 

“TOEFL score is important because one of requirement to go out from 

college or to join a company and get a job like CPNS. So, I think it 

2
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(TOEFL score) is beneficial for me in joining a company or getting  a 

job.” (Participant S05, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Whereas participant S04 said similar ideas by different way: 

“Then, especially for the scholarship. If you have high TOEFL score, it 

also will ease you to get a job. Because in some job recruitment, they will 

ask you about university accreditation and also TOEFL score as 

considerations. Of course, it will help you to improve your CV 

(Curriculum Vitae).” (Participant S04, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

 

 

d. Social Awareness 

Two participants are motivated in joining this training due to their 

awareness to contribute to their surroundings as stated in below: 

“I think we must not feel ashamed to join this program. So, we can share 

with other department students.”(Participant S02, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

And, participant S04 said that: 

“I want to learn how to deal with TOEFL questions. Perhaps, I just think 

my knowledge can be implemented and taught to my friends and my 

students. Actually, it comes true. Right now, I am a tentor of one learning 

center in Banda Aceh. If the students also asked me about TOEFL, i can 

answer them well. And for my friends who don’t pass the minimum score 



 

 

 

asked me about TOEFL, I could help them through some tips and trick 

that I got from LDC training. (Participant S04, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

2. Students’ Perceptionon Joining Free TOEFL Training 

The researcher found from the participants’ answers that in their opinion 

this training is very helpful for some reasons. The researcher classified them into 

two themes and each theme have some codes to help researcher in analyzing the 

data. Themes and codes are given in the table below: 

Table 4.3 Thematic Findings of Students’ Perception to Join Free TOEFL Training 

 Thematic Findings Total 

Perception   

Theme 1 Enhancing students’ 

skills in English 

 

Code 1 Providing learning 

materials 

6 

Code 2 Having practical 

exercises 

6 

   

Theme 2 Giving Strategies to 

answer TOEFL test 

 

Code 1 Giving tactic to answer 

TOEFL test faster 

3 

Code 2 Impoving students’ 

TOEFL score 

6 

 

a. Enhancing students’ skills in English 

Students perceived that this training help them in improving their English 

capability through practical exercises and learning materials. All participants told 

that they were provided some learning materials such as TOEFL guideline and 

TOEFL-like questions during training process. Regarding to this, participant S01 

explained that: 



 

 

 

“As far as I experienced, we learned in the round table and were given 

some question papers. For example, in the listening session, we answer 

listening questions. For the first, the learners will be given some time to 

answer the questions by their own. After that, the lecturer gave 

explanation by order so that the learners will learn from 

mistakes.”(Participant S01, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Furthermore, other students experienced similar thing that they got some 

materialssuch as TOEFL-like questions. From that experience, it made them get 

used to answer TOEFL question with setted time. It is similar with participant S06 

who said: 

“Yes, it’s very useful. Because in the training, it’s not only about theory 

but also to practice answering questions.” (Participant S06, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Through this training, they also improved their skills in reading as 

mentioned by S02: 

“It is not only improve your ability in aswering TOEFL test but also 

improve other aspects like in reading, we will know the tactic to answer 

the questions then after reading and analyzing the passages which 

contain about facts, we will know more about other study fields like 

chemistry, medical etc.” (Participant S02, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

b. Providing helpful strategies to answer TOEFL test 



 

 

 

They all perceived that strategies to answer TOEFL test benefit for them in 

answering TOEFL questions faster and improving their TOEFL score. It can be 

seen in some statements below: 

It’s very important, if I had not followed this training, I would have 

answered the TOEFL questions without anyreason while this training gave 

strategies to answer TOEFL test faster.” (Participant S06, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

“Of course yes, beside that also I got much knowledge and knew the 

strategies to answer the questions faster. And I like so much about 

grammar, So from this training, I knew much more about 

grammar.”(Participant S05, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

“In my experience, after three times, i felt my capability in English was 

increasing. Actually, its not just me but other non-PBI students also felt 

it.” (Participant S02, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 

3. Students’ recommendations for related institutions or groups 

In the last session of interview, the researcher asked them to give any 

suggestions or recommendations for related institutions or students. They 

responded with varied answered. Participant S01 suggested that LDC should 

continue this training as provided below: 

“It’s better for this program to be continued since recently it is just for 

people who had not followed it yet. Actually, PBI students need this kind of 

training even though their major is English. Basically, we still lack in 



 

 

 

understanding 4 english skills so that we can learn again.” (Participant 

S01, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Whereas participant S02 gave suggestions to English education department  

by saying that: 

“I have a question in determining the minimum TOEFL score for our 

department by seeing the difficulties by other students. Perhaps, the 

department can give questionnairre to the students to suggest the minimum 

score.  I think the students who still has low score but the score has 

increased after joining this program can be passed by the institution even 

though they have not got the minimum score. Because getting minimum 

TOEFL score especially in our department has been one of the most 

concerned problem to dissolve.” (Participant S02, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Then, participant S03 answered that: 

“For LDC, I suggest to change the test questions at least once a week. 

Then, after taking the test and getting the score,they can give the key 

answers in the website for the test takers so that they can review again.” 

(Participant S03, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Next, participant S04 said that: 

“For LDC, I think it is enough. Because they already made a good way to 

involve students. I mean like they made a goal and also offer the solution. 

So, it has been synchronised. For our department, I think we have already 

required a high TOEFL score but they don’t provide a solution to get that 



 

 

 

score. It would be good if they give students a one-month treatment for 

seventh semester students maybe.” (Participant S04, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

Last but not least, participant S05 gave solutions for LDC to solve 

students’ attendance through: 

 

“I hope this training made for first term students. Because it takes time to 

learn much about TOEFL. Then, Based on my experience, The students 

were not really have commitment to join the training. So, LDC can make 

commitment to the students for example fee for materials given because 

it’s not good for following this with payment since we have high SPP.” 

(Participant S05, 2nd Dec, 2019) 

 Lastly, participant S06 suggested that: 

“My suggestion is for LDC, they can multiply and divide class separately 

for language students and non-language students. The time is also 

multiplied so that it will be more flexible for students.” (Participant S05, 

2nd Dec, 2019) 

Overall, the participants responded positively about this training and 

recommended LDC UIN Ar-Raniry to continue the program and improve their 

shortcomings in the future. Meanwhile, some participants suggested English 

Education Department to offer programsthathelp students to improve their 

TOEFL score such as adapting this free TOEFL training. 

 



 

 

 

B. Discussions 

Theresearch questions in this study are: 1) what are students' reasons to 

join free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry? and 2) what do students 

perceive from the free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry? Both research 

questions are answered by semi-structured interview. The results are analysed by 

thematic analysis to get the main informations. 

According to the data analysis, the study reveals that most students have 

intrinsic motivation to learn English and join free TOEFL training at LDC UIN 

Ar-Raniry. As claimed by Gardner (1985, p. 234), three important componentsin 

learning language are desire, attitude, and intensity. It is important for students to 

want to learn the language, to make an effort to learn the language, and to enjoy 

the experience of learning the language. The effort and intensity to learn English 

particularly TOEFL test somewhat determines the scores. It can be seen from the 

score in which before joining the training and after joining the training that every 

students got higher TOEFL score. Without the intrinsic motivation, the students’ 

intensity is very weak, and students will not have any desire to get knowledge 

from the training. 

Even though the participants had already had required scores, they actually 

felt still lack of stucture and written expression section. Majority of them awared 

that they need extra course to learn grammar which is the most difficult subject in 

the campus. It is supported by the research finding revealedby Redondo& Martín 

(2015) that more than a half of their participantsfound that grammar is the most 

difficult of English. 



 

 

 

Besides that, the extrinsic motivation also plays a crucial factor to 

motivate the students to voluntarily join the training. A good opportunity, future 

and social awareness can be instances for spending their time to learn TOEFL in 

the free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry.Learning attitude is also affected 

by social environment. When the social environment undermines one who has 

learning desire, intrinsic motivation decreases; in contrast, when the social 

environment has a positive response in an activity, then intrinsic motivation rises 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000). 

From this training, students perceived that this training is very helpful. 

Becauseit is a training, there are many exercises and learning materials given by 

the lecturers. Because of that, they felt their skills of English develop. Similar 

findings are found in the previous study conducted by Masfufah (2018) that 73% 

of her participantsperceived the learning English in TOEFL Preparation help them 

to understand English better.  

Beside that, the participants also found thatthis training provides many tips 

and tricks from the lectures in order to answer TOEFL test more efficiently. 

Students’ increasing TOEFL scores (20 to 50 points) prove that improvement. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 

 

This chapter deals with the research conclusion and suggestion. It consists 

of the data analysis and result of the discussion summary. Then, some suggestions 

are provided for further research in the similar ground which is the motivations 

and perceptionsin preparing TOEFL. 

 

A. Conclusions 

This research found four motivations that make the participants join the 

free TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry. The first, students’ motivations 

come from their intention joining a useful activity outside main courses in campus 

to improve their capability in English as well as to increase their TOEFL score. 

Even though the students took many related courses in campus relating to English 

skills, they still need additional course that focus for TOEFL test.The second, 

some students utilize a good opportunity offered by LDC UIN Ar-Raniry to spend 

their spare time to learn English through TOEFL training. The third, some 

students have awareness about future benefit from higher TOEFL score such as 

pursuing study abroad by scholarship or getting a job. The fourth, some students 

joined this training to be able to contribute toward their surroundings. 

Then, the participants also revealed what they perceived from this training. 

They perceived the free TOEFL training is helpful for them to enhance their 

capability of English and provide strategies to answer TOEFL questions more 

efficiently. 



 

 

 

B. Suggestions 

Regarding to the findings, the researcher gives some suggestions for the 

LDC UIN Ar-Raniry, English Education Department and English Students.For the 

LDCUIN Ar-Raniry, because many students joined the training due to their own 

motivations,the teachers and institution should provide learning environment that 

can facilitate students so that they can reach their expectations. The learning 

environment can refer to an educational approach, cultural context, or physical 

setting in which the training occur.Then, it is better for LDC UIN Ar-Raniry to 

classify students in different levels of English learners. 

 For English Education Department, since many participants are aware of 

developing their capabilities especially in English, it will be good to make regular 

students’ activities to improve their skills in English. For example, speaking club 

to facilitate English students’ to improve their ability in speaking or writing club 

to help students get used to writing their ideas better. 

 For English students, there are many programs offered by organizations in 

campus such as LDC UIN Ar-Raniry or outside campus which will be helpful to 

improve their skills needed. Students should have initiatives in finding 

informations. Perhaps, students can join actively students’ organizationsor 

programs which are helpful in developing their skills. 
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Research Title: Students’ Motivation to Join Free TOEFL Training at LDC 

UIN Ar-Raniry 

 

Interview Date                    : 

Place                                    : 

Interviewer                          :  

Interviewee                         :  

Position of Interviewee     : A student who voluntarily join free TOEFL training 

at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry.  

 

 

This research aims to identify English department students' reason to join free 

TOEFL training at LDC UIN Ar-Raniry and to find out what students perceived 

from this training. The data will be collected through a semi-structured 

interview which will be recorded and only used for the research-related 

purposes. During the interview, the interviewee will be asked some questions 

about his/her motivations to join this training. The interview process will take 

place about 15 minutes to 30 minutes.        

 

Question: 

 

1. Do you think TOEFL score is important? If yes, tell me why? 

2. Does this preparation help you to do TOEFL easier? 

3. Have you taken “Introduction to English Proficiency Test” course? 

4. Does it similar to this free TOEFL training? 

5. During training, what are materials like taught? 

6. So, why do you join this TOEFL training? 

7. In your opinion, how important is the TOEFL preparation to help you 

taking TOEFL test? 

8. Do you have any suggestions to make this training better? 

 

Source:Asmussen& Creswell (1995) as cited in Creswell (2009,p. 226). 
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S01’s Interview Transcription 

 

Int : Okay S01, we will begin our interview about my research entitled  

  students’ motivation to join LDC program that is free TOEFL training.  

  So, first of all, do you want to speak bahasa or English? 

S01 : I will speak in Bahasa 

Int : baik, di interview ini tidak ada salah dan benar karena jawaban  

pertanyaan interview ini berdasarkan pengalaman, persepsi dan opini 

anda sendiri. Jadi, menurut S01 motivasi itu apa? 

(Okay, in this interview no right and wrong answers because the answers 

are based on your opinion, perception and experiences. So, what do you 

know about motivation?)  

S01 : Menurut saya, motivasi itu bagaimana siswa itu tertarik dengan sebuah  

pelajaran, bagaimana cara siswa itu untuk belajar. Motivasi itu penting 

sekali dalam menggerakkan pelajar untuk belajar. 

(In my opinion, motivation is how students can interest in a major, how 

the students’ way to study. Motivation is really important in in making 

students learn). 

Int   : Boleh ceritakan bagaimana kamu pertama kali tahu dan join program ini? 

   (Can you tell me how do you know and join this training?) 

S01 : Dulu pernah dikabari teman yang pernah mengikuti training bahasa  

   sehingga ada ketertarikan untuk improve bahasa inggris. Makanya 

akhirnya ikut 

   (Last time, i was told by my friend who had followed this training so that 

I had an interest  to improve my English. That’s why i finally joined this 

training) 

Int : Bagaimana cara daftar dan mekanisme belajarnya? 

   (How to register and the learning process?) 

S01 : Kita langsung ke LDC untuk jumpai admin dan daftar nama sesuai hari  

yang cocok 

(We just go to LDC and meet the admin. Then, list name based on the 

suitable schedule given) 

Int : Menurut anda, apakah perlu TOEFL? Jika iya, mengapa? 

   (In your opinion, is TOEFL test important? If yes, why?) 

S01 : Penting karena itu menguji 3 dari 4 skill bahasa inggris 

 (It’s important because it examines 3 out of 4 skills in English) 

Int : Apakah skor TOEFL menurut anda penting? 

   (Do you think TOEFL score is important?) 

S01 : Untuk skor tidak terlalu penting tetapi pemahaman terhadap topik soal  

dan pembelajarannya yang paling penting 
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(For score, I think it’s not really important but understanding toward 

questions and the learning is the most important thing) 

Int : Motivasi apa yang paling besar sehingga anda bergabung ke training ini? 

   (What are the main reason to join this training?) 

S01 : Karena melihat teman-teman yang bagus kemampuan speaking dan  

grammarnya sedangkan saya masih kurang. Oleh karena itu saya 

termotivasi untuk mengikuti kegiatan diluar yang membantu dalam 

improve kemampuan bahasa inggris. 

(Because I saw my friends’ ability in speaking and grammar is better 

than me. Thus, I am motivated to join outside activities in helping me 

improve English ability) 

Int : Setelah mengikuti program ini, apakah anda merasa terbantu  

meningkatkan kemampuan berbahasa? 

(After joining this program, do you think this training helps you to 

increase your english ability?) 

S01 : Ya, karena di training bahasa kita belajar tentang grammar. Ada beberapa  

yang tidak diajarkan dikampus jadi kita dapat pengetahuan baru tentang 

grammar, listening seperti cara membedakan homophones dan 

pronunciation. Kita belajar lebihlah disini. 

(Yes, because in this language training we learned about grammar. 

There are some things that were not given by courses in colege so that 

we got new knowledge about grammar, listening like the ways to 

differentiate homophones and pronunciation. We learn more here.)  

Int : Bagaimana suasana belajar dan material yang diberikan? 

   (How are the learning situations and materials given?) 

S01 : Sejauh pengalaman saya, kami belajar di meja bulat dan diberikan  

beberapa kopian soal. Contohnya, sesi listening maka jawab soal 

listening. Pertama diberikan waktu untuk menjawab sendiri kemudian 

baru dijelaskan per soal. Sehingga pelajar belajar dari kesalahan per soal. 

(As far as I experienced, we learned in the round table and were given 

some question papers. For example, in the listening session, we answer 

listening questions. For the first, the learners will be given some time to 

answer the questions by their own. After that, the lecturer gave 

explanation by order so that the learners will learn from mistakes) 

Int : Apakah pernah ambil mata kuliah Introduction to English Proficiency  

Test?  

(Have you taken Introduction to English Proficiency Test course in 

colege?) 

S01 : Iya, pernah 

   (Yes, I have) 
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Int : Apa perbedaan antara mata kuliah tersebut dengan training ini? 

   (What are the differences between this training and that couse?) 

S01 : Kalo di kelas MK karena waktunya terbatas sehingga tidak sedetil di  

training bahasa. Dikelas dijelaskan oleh teman-teman yang belum tau 

kali lewat presentasi sedangkan di training ini diajarkan langsung oleh 

dosen-dosen ahli. Dan mata kuliah Introduction to English Proficiency 

Test hanya sebatas introduction ke beberapa tes kemampuan bahasa 

inggris. 

(In that course, it was not as detailed as the lesson in the training. Maybe 

because the limited time. Then, in the course, it was explained by friends 

who similar with me through presentation task while in this training it 

was taught by the experts. And, that course was only as introduction to 

some English proficiency test) 

Int : Selain topik bahasa inggris, topik apa yang diajarkan lagi? 

   (Beside English topics, were there any topics be taught?) 

S01 : Kita di training diajarin tips dan trik menjawab soal TOEFL dan setiap  

pertemuan beda-beda topik pelajarannya 

(We were in training taught about strategies in answering TOEFL test 

and every meeting had different topics) 

Int : Jadi kalo disimpulkan, motivasi untuk ikut training adalah pertama,  

karena training ini menawarkan hal yang tidak ditawarkan dikelas mata 

kuliah utama. 

(So to conclude, your motivation to join this training is because firstly, 

the training offered what things that were not offered by the main 

courses) 

S01 : benar, karena di kelas kuliah hanya berapa persen aja sedangkan  

selebihnya mahasiswa cari aja. Training ini adalah kesempatan untuk 

mengimprove diri di luar kelas. 

(Yes, because in main couses we just got only the least percentage while 

for the rests students have to look for by their own. This training is a 

chance in self improving outside classroom) 

Int : Seberapa penting mempersiapkan tes TOEFL sebelum mengikuti tes itu  

sendiri? 

(How important TOEFL preparation before taking the test?) 

S01 : 80% penting sehingga tidak asal-asal jawab dan waktunya gak mepet 

(80% is important so that we will not answer carelessly and effective in 

time) 

Int : Ada saran untuk lembaga terkait atau klarifikasi atas jawaban  

sebelumnya? 
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(Do you have any suggestions to related institutions or clarification for 

your answers in advance?) 

S01 : Program ini bagusnya diadakan lagi karena sekarang hanya untuk orang- 

orang yang belum pernah ikut.  Sebenarnya anak-anak bahasa inggris pun 

butuh training ini walaupun mereka jurusan bahasa inggris. Basicnya 

masih ada yang kurang memahami 4 skill bahasa inggris sehingga  

mereka bisa belajar lagi. 

(It’s better for this program to be continued since recently it is just for 

people who had not followed it yet. Actually, PBI students need this kind 

of training even though their major is English. Basically, we still lack in 

understanding 4 english skills so that we can learn again) 

 

S02’s Interview Transcription 

 

Int : Since we will talk about motivation, what do you know about  

motivation? 

S02 : Motivation means the desire of someone to get or do something. For  

example, to join LDC training the motivation is the desire to make 

knowledge or capability in English increase? 

Int : Do you think TOEFL score is important? 

S02 : Yes, it is like mmm .. limitation for students to be achieved especially in  

academic environment. For example in the senior high school, we have a 

KKM for each subject. So, It is like KKM, minimum score. 

Int : So, do you think through this program will increase your capability in  

English? 

S02 : Absolutely yes, because as we know, we learn something we know  

knowledge. It is not only improve your ability in aswering TOEFL test 

but also improve other aspects like in reading, we will know the tactic to 

answer the questions then after reading and analyzing the passages which 

contain about facts, we will know more about other study fields like 

chemistry, medical etc. 

Int : So, we can get more additional informations from the text ya.  

How the learning process in this training? How about the learning  

materials? 

S02 : It is different each lecturers. There are listening, reading and structure.  

For listening, if i’m not mistaken the lecturer is **** who is a lecturer in 

other university, she brought a TOEFL guide from that university for 

teaching materials and the learning atmosphere is flexible enough 

because she is easy going. Because the class is not PBI students all, she 

tested us in the first time. The learning process also started from the 
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lower level to upper level exercises. In my experience, after three times, i 

felt my capability in English was increasing. Actually, its not just me but 

other non-PBI students also felt it. 

Int : Okay, what do you think the biggest reason make you join this program? 

S02 : First, because it is free, free-funded. It is not wrong to join a good thing  

  without disturbing other activities. I think we must not feel ashamed to  

  join this program. So, we can share with other department students. 

Int : have you taken the introduction to English Proficiency Test, Reading,  

Listening and Grammar corses? 

S02 : This training is more specific to the TOEFL while the introduction to  

English Proficiency Test tend to introduce several test for english. And 

the course in campus is more about theory not practices. 

Int : In your opinion, how important TOEFL training to increase your ability  

  in developing your score? 

S02 : I think it is important. Because it can be a way to increase your TOEFL  

score. Then this training is very suitable to train students in learning 

English. 

Int : Okay, to sum up and please correct me if i’m wrong to get your ideas.  

The first reason is we need additional course like this training to increase 

our ability in English because the main courses is not enough. Then, it 

can increase our social skill to make friendship with other department 

students. 

S02 : Yes, that’s right 

Int : Do you have any suggestions to the related institutions or students  

maybe? 

S02 : I have a question in determining the minimum TOEFL score for our  

department by seeing the difficulties by other students. Perhaps, the 

department can give questionnairre to the students to suggest the 

minimum score. I think for students who still has low score but the score 

has increased after joining this program can be passed by the institution 

even though they have not got the minimum score. Because getting 

minimum TOEFL score especially in our department has been one of the 

most concerned problem to dissolve. 
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S03 Interview Transcription 

 

Int : We will begin our interview about my research about students’  

motivation to join free TOEFL training at LDC Ar-Raniry 

S03 : Motivation is a thing which fires our spirit. It is really important  

especially in learning. 

Int : Can you tell me how the process to register and learn in this training? 

S03 : So, I join this program because it is free. It is really blessed for me to join  

TOEFL training without any payment because i don’t have much money 

to pay for that. I tried to find out it to LDC. I joined almost all reading 

and listening courses but for structure courses i rarely went there because 

the schedule is not suitable with my main courses in campus. In listening, 

we practice hearing native speaker audio. Then, for reading 

comprehension, we could know the meaning of the words by context. 

Int : To sum up, please correct me if i’m wrong to get your ideas. The first is  

because it is free. It is really helpful in practicing to answer TOEFL 

questions with strategies and tactics. Do you have other motivations? 

S03 : Because it is in the university. It is flexible for me to join this training  

after attending main courses in campus. 

Int : So, because of the place right? Have you take introduction to ETP,  

reading, listening and grammar courses? 

S03 :Yes 

Int : What are the differences from this course to this training? 

S03 : The differences is, In Introduction to English Proficiency Test, we are  

introduced and demanded to differentiate many proficiency tests like 

TOEFL,TOEIC and IELTS. And other courses offer for general purposes 

only. While in this training, only for TOEFL test purpose, it gives us 

some trick to make easier in answering TOEFL and practice more. Then 

in TOEFL training, it is more detailed. 

Int : do you think this program help you in answering TOEFL questions? 

S03 : Yes, of course. after more exercises to habitualize us to answer TOEFL- 

like questions. Also, we got the guidebook from the lecturers. 

Int : How important 

S03 : 80% maybe. Because I have increased my score because of this training 

Int : Do you have any suggestions to the related institution or clarification? 

S03 : For LDC, I suggest to change the test questions at least once a week.  

Then, after taking the test and getting the score,they can give the key 

answers in the website for the test takers so that they can review again. 
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S04 Interview Transcription 

 

Int : We will begin our interview about my research about students’  

motivation in joining free TOEFL training at LDC Ar-Raniry. First of all, 

what do you know about motivation? 

S04 : Motivation is the intention of the students to do something. For example,  

for what you do that and why you don’t want to do that? 

Int : How do you know this training for the first time? 

S04 : I started to join to this training at 2018. I had been told by my friend  

about open recruitment of TOEFL and TOAFL training. I just went to the 

LDC and registered my name. Then, I chose the schedule that available 

for me. I chose schedule of structure and listening courses in the night 

because I love learning at night and there was no important thing to do in 

the night. But i chose the reading comprehension course in the evening 

Friday because it is only available at that time. The first course I joined is 

listening course. I like the way of lecturer started the class like using 

unique game like fill in the blank of song lyrics. It will teach us about 

how to use the correct spelling and how to listen the singer sing about 

and also because it is fun since it was trending music. Then, grammar 

course with mister ***. I like his teaching way because he can make a 

joke. I think no students like grammar because it’s complicated. But I 

like the grammar course because he made several jokes related to topic 

with youth like a sentence who someone is fallen in love. That makes me 

love the learning process because it is not boring at all. He also gave us 

the questions consisting multiple and error analysis questions and let us 

for the first fifteen minutes to answer by ourselves then he would ask the 

answers we chose then he explained the right answer with eliminating 

one by one option. Next, reading class, the lecturer gave us the short and 

easy passage in the first time then in the next it will upper level passage. 

Int : As you mentioned, you got materials from the lecturers. What kinds of  

materials that they gave you? 

S04 : It contained the questions. 

Int : Do you think TOEFL score is important? 

S04 : Yes, it is required for academic and final examinations. Then, especially  

for the scholarship. If you have high TOEFL score, it also will ease you 

to get a job. Because in some job recruitment, they will ask you about 

university accreditation and also TOEFL score as considerations. Of 

course, it will help you to improve your CV (Curriculum Vitae) 

Int : Have you taken Introduction to English Proficiency Test course? 

S04 : Of couses, Yes, I have 
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Int : What kind of differences between that course and this training? 

S04 : The difference is that I could say in the Introduction to English  

Proficiency Test course, we have to make our own learning process. You 

know,  one student in three full months chose a book and has to learn 

independently. I think it is not enough for me because we must search y 

our own. Beside in the training, we have lecturers that guide us for each 

questions and if I have a question, they can answer immediately at that 

time. And, it is what I didn’t get from main course in the campus. Then, 

this training had regular schedule while the main course had not. 

Int : Do you think this training help you to improve your TOEFL? 

S04 : Yes, It is. This training is really helpful for me to increase my TOEFL  

score. Because before joining this program, my score is only 513 then 

after learning there, I got 568. So, I think it’s a big improvement. 

Int : Wow, it’s nice. So, tell me what are the reasons to join this training? 

S04 : Of course, because I want to improve my TOEFL score. Beside that, I  

also want to learn more about grammar. I want to learn how to deal with 

TOEFL questions. Perhaps, I just think my knowledge can be 

implemented and taught to my friends and my students. Actually, it 

comes true. Right now, I am a tentor of one learning center in Banda 

Aceh. If the students also asked me about TOEFL, i can answer them 

well. And for my friends who don’t pass the minimum score asked me 

about TOEFL, I could help them through some tips and trick that I got 

from LDC training . 

Int : Why do you join this even though you had taken reading, grammar and  

listening courses? 

S04 : Because i think knowledge from these courses is not enough yet for me.  

These courses are not focussed about the TOEFL or questions for 

TOEFL test. In tthe TOEFL training, we have one goal only that is to 

answer TOEFL questions. Moreover, in these courses, the goal is to 

complete our credits. 

Int : To sum up, please correct me if I’m wrong. Your main reason to join this  

Program is because you think that TOEFL score is important for you to 

get a job or scholarship. Then, it can help you to learn more about 

grammar and in your opinion, the main courses in campus is not enough 

that is why you need an additional course like this training. Are they 

right? 

S04 : Yes 

Int : So, in your opinion, how important TOEFL training to help you in  

answering the TOEFL test. 

S04 : It is really important to prepare before test for reminding you about  
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strategies to answer the questions. But at the night before the test, you 

have to relax. So, before that you must study hard. 

Int : do you have any suggestions to related institutions or students? 

S04 : For LDC, I think it is enough. Because they already made a good way to 

involve students. I mean like they made a goal and also offer the solution. 

So, it has been synchronised. For our department, I think we have already 

required a high TOEFL score but they don’t provide a solution to get that 

score. It would be good if they give students a one-month treatment for 

seventh semester students maybe. 

 

S05’s Interview Transcription 

 

Int : We will begin our interview about my research about students’  

motivation in joining free TOEFL training at LDC Ar-Raniry. First of all, 

what do you know about motivation? 

S05 : I need people to teach me because I cannot learn by myself. When  

I heard LDC made this program, I’m really interested and joined this 

training in 2018. 

Int : Do you think TOEFL score is important for you? 

S05 : eehmm, For me, I am more interested in IELTS that in TOEFL.  

But, in Indonesia, especially in Aceh, it’s important because on of 

requirement to go out from college or to join a company and get a job 

like CPNS. 

Int : Can you tell me, How the training or learning situation like for the first  

time? 

S05 : When I was following this training, I joined in the night class. It’s much  

calm because no much people, because I hate people. And, the lecturers 

who taught us are really professional like our lecturers and our seniors 

who just come back from abroad. 

Int : Do you think this training help you to increase your TOEFL score? 

S05 : Of course yes, Beside that also I got much knowledge and knew the  

strategies to answer the questions faster. And I like so much about 

grammar, So from this training, I knew much more about grammar.  

Int : Have you taken Introduction to English Proficiency  Test course? 

S05 : Unfortunately, the lecturer just told us about IELTS only. In the last  

semester, she gave us questions in IELTS test. Because of that, we are 

more interestedin IELTS than other proficiency test. 

Int : Why do jo still want to join this program even you have learned about  

those skill in reading, listening and grammar courses? 
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S05 : You know right, in English, we have 4 skills. I think I’m good at  

speaking but really lack in grammar. Even though I have learned about 

grammar, it’s nnot mean I really worse about that. That’s why this 

training at LDC, it makes me.. uhm.. memorize again about what I 

learned before in this college 

Int : So, what are the main reasons you have to join this program? 

S05 : For the first, because I want to develop my TOEFL score and ability in  

English. And I think it is beneficial for me in joining a company or 

getting  a job. 

Int : To sum up, please correct me if i’m wrong to get your ideas. What I can  

say that your motivation for the first is for improving your TOEFL score 

and skill in English and the second is because you aware it will be benefit 

for you in the future 

S05 : Yes, that’s right 

Int : How important do you think this kind of training to help you in TOEFL  

test? 

S05 : I think it’s really really important  

Int : do you have any suggestion? 

S05 : I hope this training made for first term students. Because it takes time  

to learn much about TOEFL. Then, Based on my experience, The 

students were not really have commitment to join the training. So, LDC 

can make commitment to the students for example fee for materials given 

because it’s not good for following this with payment since we have high 

SPP. 
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S06 Interview Transcription 

 

Int : Okay S01, we will begin our interview about my research entitled  

  students’ motivation to join LDC program that is free TOEFL training.  

  So, first of all, do you want to speak bahasa or English? 

S06 : in  bahasa 

Int : Kira-kira, motivasi menurut anda apa? 

   (In your opinion, What is motivation?) 

S06 : Motivasi itu adalah sesuatu yang bisa mendorong kita untuk menjadi diri  

  yang positif 

  (Motivation is a thing that can force us to be a positive one) 

Int : Seberapa penting motivasi dalam belajar bahasa inggris menuurut anda? 

(In your opinion, how important motivation in learning English?) 

S06 : Itu tergantung  tingkat keinginan kita dalam belajar bahasa inggris 

(It depends on how interest us in learning English) 

Int : Menurut kamu, apakah skor TOEFL penting? Kalo penting, apa  

  alasannya? 

(In your opinion, Is TOEFL score important? If yes, what is the reason?) 

S06 : Tidak terlalu penting untuk sekarang kecuali untuk persyaratan sidang.  

  Skor TOEFL itu penting ketika kita ke luar negeri atau ketika kita punya 

tujuan yang membutuhkan TOEFL untuk mencapainya. 

(It’s not really important for now but only for Final examination 

requirement. TOEFL score is important when you want to go abroad or 

when you have a goal that requires TOEFL to get it)  

Int : Kalo boleh cerita, bagaimana pertama kalinya kamu mendaftar ke  

training ini? Dan bagaimana situasi belajarnya? 

(Can you tell me about how to register and the learning situation in this 

training) 

S06 : Di semester enam, ketika itu saya sedang mengambil MK Introduction to  

Proficiency Test dan pertama kalinya saya mendengar TOEFL. 

Kemudian saya mendengar dari kawan LDC mengadakan TOEFL 

training dan dia mengajak saya untuk ikut training tersebut. Trainingnya 

sangat bermanfaat karena dosen kasihnya tips and trick, dosennya juga 

melihat kemampuan kelas yang rata-rata anak non-PBI. 

(In the sixth semester, at that time, I was taking Introduction to English 

Proficiency Test course and for the first time I heard about TOEFL. 

Then, I heard from my friends that LDC programmed a TOEFL training 

and they invite me to join this training. The training is very beneficial 

because the lecturers gave strategies for TOEFL, and the lecturers also 
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saw the average ability in the class which consisted many non-PBI 

students) 

Int : Apa perbedaan MK introduction to English Proficiency Test tersebut  

dengan training ini? 

(What are the differences between the introduction to English Proficiency 

Test course and this training?) 

S06 : Bedanya itu MK untuk memenuhi SKS dan mendapatkan nilai yang  

tinggi, sedangkan training ini tambahan untuk meningkatkan 

kemampuan. Artinya lebih flexibel sedangkan MK lebih terikat. 

(The difference is that course for fulfilling the credits and getting high 

score, while the training is additional course in increasing capability. It 

means this training is moe flexible than that course) 

Int : Apakah training ini membantu anda dalam meningkatkan skor TOEFL? 

(Is this training help you to increase your TOEFL score?) 

S06  : Iya, sangat membantu. Karena di training ini tidak hanya berisi teori saja  

tapi juga pratek menjawab soal. 

(Yes, it’s very useful. Because in the training, it’s not only about theory 

but also to practice answering questions) 

Int : Apakah ada material yang diberikan dosennya? 

   (Is there any material provided by the lecturers?) 

S06 : Ada, berbentuk pertanyaan-pertanyaan terkait soal TOEFL. 

(Yes, it’s kind of questions related to TOEFL) 

Int  : Jadi, apa alasan utama kamu ikut training ini?  

   (So, what are your main reasons to join this training?) 

S06 : Karena punya waktu luang dan aktivitas ini bermanfaat. 

(Because I have spare time and it’s a useful activity) 

Int : Kenapa masih ingin ikut training ini padahal sudah belajar  

reading, listening dan structure di MK kampus? 

(Why did you still join this training even though you had taken reading, 

listening, grammar in campus?) 

S06 : Karena di semester 6 sudah tidak ada lagi MK tersebut. Jadi ini seperti 

untuk mngingatkan kembali dan memang butuh kelas tambahan karena 

mata kuliah kampus lebih berisikan teori. 

(Because in the sixth semester I don’t have those courses anymore. So, 

it’s like for reminding me and honestly, I need this additional class 

because the main courses are only containing theory)  

Int : Untuk menyimpulkan, mohon dikoreksi apabila tidak benar. Alasan  

kamu ikut training ini adalah karena memiliki waktu luang dan juga 

karena ajakan teman 
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(To sum up, please correct me if I’m wrong in getting your informations. 

Your reasons to join this training are because you have spare time and 

because of your friends invitation) 

S06 : Iya, benar 

(Yes, right) 

Int : Seberapa penting training ini dalam membantu kamu dalam menjawab  

soal TOEFL? 

(How important do you think this kind of training to help you in TOEFL  

test?) 

S06 : Sangat penting, kalo tidak ada training ini kita menjawab soal tanpa  

alasan sedangkan training ini memberikan strategi dalam menjawab soal 

sehingga lebih cepat 

(It’s very important, if I had not followed this training, I would have 

answered the TOEFL questions without any reason while this training 

gave strategies to answer TOEFL test faster) 

Int : Apa ada saran untuk institusi terkait dan klarifikasi terhadap jawaban  

sebelumnya? 

(Do you have any suggestions to the related institutions and clarification 

for your answer before?) 

S06 : Saran saya supaya LDC bisa memperbanyak kelas dan membagi kelas  

terpisah untuk anak bahasa dan non-bahasa. Waktunya juga diperbanyak 

sehingga lebih fleksibel untuk mahasiswa yang masih kuliah. 

(My suggestion is for LDC, they can multiply and divide class separately 

for language students and non-language students. The time is also 

multiplied so that it will be more flexible for students) 
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